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Microsoft Joins Apple, Calls for Reasonable Patent Rules 
ARTICLE DATE: February 8,2012 

By Chloe Albanesius 

Microsoft today joined the chorus of those calling for basic rules regarding the licensing of wireless 

standard patents. 

"Industry standards are vitally important to the development of the Internet and to interoperability 

among mobile devices and other computers," the company said in a statement. "Consumers and the 

entire industry will suffer if, in disregard of this promise, firms seek to block others from shipping 

products on the basis of such standard essential patents." 

At issue is something known as FRAND (fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory) licensing 

obligations, which are intended to keep major corporations in check and avoid abusive patent-related 

behavior. Basically, if a company holds a patent on a technology that is essential to a particular 

industry, they should make every effort to license that technology, even to major rivals. 

Still, patent battl~s over "essential" patents persist, prompting the call for clear rules. 

Earlier today, it was revealed that Apple wrote a letter to the European Telecommunications 

Standards Institute (ETSI) back in November asking the group to develop FRAND-related standards. 

Google, which is in the process of acquiring Motorola Mobility, has also pledged to license license 

patents on a FRAND basis, according to reports. 

It shouldn't be surprising that Microsoft is in favor of standards that support patent licensing. In 

October, Redmond announced that it had patent deals for a "majority" of Android devices. Microsoft 

holds patents relating to navigation and how Web sites display content; technology used on the 

Android platform. 

In a followup blog post, Dave Heiner, Microsoft's deputy general counsel, said Microsoft has been in 

talks with European antitrust enforcers about this issue for several months. Among other things, 

Redmond is against injunctions, said patent holders should not require other firms to license back 

their patents, and called on patent sellers to require their sellers to abide by the same rules, Heiner 

wrote. 
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He also argued that the development ofstandards benefits the tech community as a whole. 

"Finns benefit from having their ideas included in new standards, and in exchange for this, firms 

usually make a promise: that if they have any patents they have that are 'essential' to implementing a 

standard, they will make these patents available to all," he wrote. "That way every firm can build 

products based upon the standard, secure in the knowledge that it can obtain a license to any essential 

patents." 

Heiner insisted that "this system works really well, almost all of the time." But as we've seen in 

recent years, some cases end up in lengthy court battles. "These outliers create a lot of trouble for the 

international standards ecosystem," Heiner wrote. 

For its part, Microsoft sued Bames & Noble in March for patent infringement regarding the retailers 

Android-based Nook e-readers. 

(PC Magazine http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0.2817.2400019.OO.asp) 
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